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Our AGM was held at 
Sporting Targets Shooting 
Ground on Monday 13th 
March 2017, with our final 
Council Meeting of the year 
taking place beforehand. 
 
COUNCIL MEETING 
 
Chairman Malcolm Plant 
(MP)  opened the meeting 
and moved straight on to the 
agenda. 
The minutes of the previous 
minutes, having been circu-
lated,  were approved. 
 
MP went through the action 
points from the previous 
minutes: 

Use of the Institute’s logo
- conditions to be sent to 
all members. Keith Stoker 
(KS)  
Printing of Loaders 
Course booklet by a com-
mercial printer investi-
gated and costs received 
and quality checked. This 
has been completed and 
costs acceptable. Andy 
Kirkland & John Cullinan 
(AK&JC) 
Authoring costs of £500 
for Loaders Course to be 
covered over several 
courses to spread the cost. 
(AK) 
Promotion of Loaders 
Course in Pull and on 
CPSA website has been 
done. (MP) 
ICSI letter of introduction 
to Level 1 candidates 
checked and amended 
through CPSA Director 
John Martin. (JM) 
Tick box for attendance at 
Loaders Course can now 
be shown on member pro-
files on website. (DB) 
Photos required for web-
site - on-going request 
from DB. 

 
 

ACCOUNTS: 
MP distributed copies of the 
accounts and gave a brief 
explanation of the costs for 
the year compared with the 
previous year. 

Major cost for the year 
has been the Loaders 
Course with one course 
full with 12, and one 
course with 8 candidates. 
With 8 being the break-
even number at present. 
Over time this course will 
run at a profit. 
AGM costs up a little due 
to increases in Council’s 
expenses. 
Council travel costs vary 
but when they are re-
corded and presented in 
the accounts depends 
when Council members 
present their claims. 
Attendance at the North-
ern Shooting Show was 
an additional expense but 
there were no overnight 
costs. 
Postage up on year but 
still historically low. 
Over the year gratuities 
doubled. 
Membership of organisa-
tions was up a little. 
Loaders workshop costs 
incurred a one-off cost for 
the course badges. 
Exhibition costs showed 
an increase with the ini-
tial discount of the North-
ern Shooting Show expir-
ing. The Great British 
Shooting Show is to 
move from Stoneleigh 
Royal Show Ground to 
the National Exhibition 
Centre for 2018 with no 
additional costs. This was 
welcomed by Council as 
it was felt that Stoneleigh 
buildings had become 
tired. 
Insurance costs had in-
creased in line with na-
tional cost increases and 
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the insurance tax. 
MP reported that if one        
removed one-off costs and 
made adjustment for ex-
penses the overall loss 
would be nearer £500. 

 
MP asked for questions or 
comments on the accounts. 
 
John Robinson (JR) com-
mented that given the ex-
penses, the courses and the 
course costs, and the travel 
costs we are doing what we 
set out to do. 
A discussion followed 
where the costs of the Load-
ers course were discussed 
and how, over time, the 
costs will be recouped. 
 
DB questioned if BSSC 
membership was worth the 
cost. MP explained the ad-
vantages of being a BSSC 
member particularly as they 
are such a large organisation 
and it adds credibility to our 
position. 
JR likened membership in-
surance for the future similar 
to the CLA, looking to the 
future and dealing positively 
with matters. 
MP also added that we are 
the only organisation as part 
of the BSSC that looks to 
the specific needs and future 
of instructors and coaches. 
 
DB questioned the amount 
we spend on insurance, is it 
the best deal, is it necessary? 
MP explained that it is a 
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Membership applications and transfers 

received since our last newsletter were 

considered by Council. The following 

have accepted the grades offered. 

New ASSOCIATES 

James Anthony Stewart 

Ian Daley 

Richard Jonathon Carpenter 

Adrian Charles Gribbin 

Linda Grayson 

David Grayson 

Jerry Czachar 

Jonathon Paul Ravenhall 

John Alan Williamson 

Stephen Dawson 

Damian DelGaizo 

NEW MEMBERS AND TRANSFERS 

very specialised insurance and that the 
institute needs to not only insure 
members (not personal insurance) but 
also Council members as directors. 
The insurance is due in 9 months and 
we can look at it nearer that time to 
see if it is best value. 
 
Mike Alldis (MA) questioned the 
presence of the Institute at the two 
Shooting Shows. MP explained that it 
allowed the Institute to be seen among 
other shooting organisations such as 
the CPSA and BASC. It allowed per-
sonal contact between the shooter and 
an organisation representing instruc-
tors and coaches. 
MA suggested using the money for 
advertising. 
A discussion continued on this theme 
and it was generally thought that ad-
vertising is often two-dimensional and 
ignored by many readers of publica-
tions. 
MA suggested an advert where all 
members’ names and addresses were 
listed. There were concerns about 
gaining the permission of all members 
to comply with the Data Protection 
Act. 
MA - Given that the next Game Fair is 
at Hadfield House and is expected to 
be the biggest ever Game Fair, close 
to London and with an expected large 
attendance, should we consider a stand 
there. MP indicated that we could look 
at sharing a stand with the CPSA as 
we have done in the past. 
DB asked could we not have stands at 

the large, National shoot. This was 
discussed and although it may have 
merits most thought that most compet-
ing shooters are only interested and 
focussed on the shoot. 
 
OTHER ASSOCIATIONS: 
A discussion took place relating to a 
coaching organisation regarding a 
comment published as part of the coun-
cil minutes on our members’ area web-
site. JR asked for a clarification relat-
ing to previous minutes that had taken 
some discussions of coaching stan-
dards completely out of context. The 
minutes did not reflect the context or 
full content of JR’s comments. 
Members to be reminded of the Chat-
ham House Rules for frank and open 
discussion. 
 
BASC, MA updated the Council on the 
on-going situation at BASC. 
 
GAME SHOOTING AND LOADERS 
COURSE: 
AK reported on the present situation.  
JC had visited the printers and a test 
booklet had been printed and costs 
discussed. These are within expectation 
and below the costs of “self”’ printing. 
Certificates can be in-house printed. 
We now have two dates for future 
courses: 5th June and 2nd July 2017. 
AK raised the issue of non-instructor 
but experienced game shooters joining 
the course. A discussion followed re-
ferring to the original intention of 
qualified coaches and instructors being 
the entry level for the course. 
 

AK indicated that he felt the need to 
open up the course to a wider, experi-
enced and vetted audience. The issue of 
guaranteeing a level of safety was again 
raised and  entry level of CPSA or 
BASC Safety Officer as a minimum 
was discussed. 
DB suggested that we could allow at-
tendance at the course but not award a 
certificate or badge. 
JR suggested we run two courses and 
fill them with eligible members and in-
fill with vetted candidates. 
After some discussion it was suggested 
that there should be clear separation and 
delineation on monitoring of safety. 
 
ANY OTHER BUSINESS: 
MP indicated that Council member Sue 
Hart had resigned as she no longer prac-
tices as a coach. 
DB asked Council to consider an addi-
tional meeting. This was agreed (22nd 
May 2017).  
 
There being no further business the 
meeting closed at 11.00am. 

Chairman, MP opened the meeting and 
welcomed everyone to Sporting Tar-
gets. 
The move further south had been pro-
posed in order that more members 
based in the south might attend. The 
numbers present were similar to previ-
ous years. 
 

2017 AGM 

Transfer ASSOCIATE/MEMBER 

John Martin 

Ol Holler 

Note: At our AGM in March it was 

proposed that our retiring secretary, 

Pat Stoker, be made an Honorary Fel-

low to recognise the contribution she 

had brought to the role since taking up 

the position in 2005. The proposal was 

carried unanimously. 

Please remember you the members are 

The Institute and you are out there to 

set the standard. Please make the ef-

fort and be proactive, and if you have 

any ideas, suggestions, or questions, 

please phone Keith Stoker, Registrar, 

on 0191 3842499. Your ideas and/or 

suggestions will be put before the 

Council at the next Council Meeting. 

(You will be given their response.) 

 

Please read our “Articles of Constitu-

tion” and “Codes of Conduct”. Any 

queries regarding their content or inter-

pretation ring the Registrar for clarifica-

tion. 

Associate members wishing to be con-

sidered for transfer should note that 

they must be able to satisfy Council 

they have a broad  experience of shoot-

ing instruction. We require a minimum 

of five years experience after passing a 

governing body L1 qualification and a 

senior or advanced award from a gov-

erning body for Council to consider a 

transfer request. 

(Continued from page 1) 
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Our stand this year was manned by 

Andrew Kirkland, Malcolm Plant, John 

Cullinan and Keith Stoker. 

We were kept busy as usual with mem-

bers calling for a chat and/or to pay 

their annual subs. 

We hope the many people to whom we 

provided information on where to find 

their local ICSI instructor actually did 

make the effort to make contact and 

now shoot much better. If any member 

actually gained a client from the infor-

mation we provided we would appreci-

ate feedback. 

We would also hope that the many 

shooters who enquired about how to 

become a coach actually contacted 

CPSA or BASC, and are now signed 

up to attend a course. Even better  if 

they are now themselves qualified, and 

if so are considering joining ICSI. 

 

 

The British Shooting Show 

The 9th British Shooting Show was 

held at Stoneleigh International Exhi-

bition Centre in Warwickshire on Fri-

day 10th, Saturday 11th, and Sunday 

12th February 2017. This year we 

moved into Hall 2, with all the shoot-

ing related exhibitors, directly in front 

of the main entrance. 

Prior to our attendance at the show we 

were advised that a new presentation 

area was being set up in Hall 5 where  

a  series of daily presentations would  

be held. We were invited to contribute  

in this new venture, and accepted. 

Malcolm Plant agreed to put together 

and present our contribution, which he 

entitled “Spitfires, Lancasters and 

Clay Shooting”, about how allies 

trained for aerial combat by learning 

to shoot moving targets by shooting 

clay pigeons with shotguns. 

 

The Northern Shooting Show 

The 2nd Northern Shooting Show 

was held at the Yorkshire Events 

Centre at Harrogate on Saturday 6th 

and Sunday 7th May 2017. Last 

year’s show was  held in a large exhi-

bition marquee; this year it was in the 

new £11.5m Exhibition Hall that 

opened  in June 2016. 

Our stand this year was manned by 

Malcolm Plant, John Robinson, Jason 

Rowntree and Keith Stoker. 

Like last year we were kept busy with 

enquiries on gun fit, master eye and 

shotgun choice. 

The footfall was steady over the two 

days with visitors looking for advice 

on how to start shooting or to find a 

local shooting ground/club in the 

north. 

Pictured with Malcolm and Jason is 

Sofie Hopkins.   

Sofie is 19 years-old, lives in  small 

village in Yorkshire, and is a self-

taught independent (non-military) win-

ter sports biathlete. (99.9% of biathletes 

are military.)  

Sofie arrived on the stand carrying a 

bolt action small bore (.22) rifle on a 

sling, which she uses in her sport of 

Winter Biathlon. 

A driven and determined shooter. Look 

her up on the internet. 

Her achievements to date are:- 

Gold in the 7.5km sprint 

Gold in the 12.5km individual 

Silver in the 10km mass start 

Silver in the 6x3km relay 

She was also awarded overall Junior 

British Champion and BBU Club 

Champion and became the youngest 

ever Junior Champion. 

Andy Kirkland, Malcolm Plant, John Cullinan and James  Stewart on our stand.  
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2017 AGM 

Minutes of previous meeting: 
The minutes of the previous meeting 
had been circulated to all members 
prior to the meeting. They were ac-
cepted by the members present with no 
matters arising. 
 
Chairman’s Report: 
Prior to the AGM the 2017 Chairman’s 
report was circulated to all members. 
MP went over the following points to 
the members present: 
During the course of the year the Insti-
tute has engaged in a number of activi-
ties related to continued professional 
development, they included the highly 
successful Game Shooters and Loaders 
Course, visits to the Proof House and 
Lyalvale  Express Cartridges. 
In the interest of maintaining the high-
est professional standards the Chair-
man or deputy has engaged with or-
ganisations such as the British Shoot-
ing Sports Council, BASC and the 
CPSA. It is important to be involved 
with such groups as they lobby on be-
half of shooters and their actions have 
influenced recent changes in legislation 
and will have influence in the future. 
MP informed the meeting of the recent 
changes to the shotgun and firearms 
licensing process such as the involve-
ment of GPs. It is expected that 
changes and clarification will be made 
to the 11(5) regulations for non-
certificate holders using a loaned shot-
gun. MP also outlined the various in-
volvements of Brussels in the shaping 
of firearms policy. 
The debate on the use of lead shot has 
now concluded with no changes to the 
law. 
MP outlined the recent Game Shooters 
and Loaders Course and the benefits it 
represented and the plans to have two 
or three courses in the coming year. 
Visits continue to be popular and plans 
are in train to visit Longthorne Gun-
makers and hopefully a course on pat-
tern plates and gun fit, and possibly a 
course on the function, use and safety 
of the semi auto shotgun. 
MP continues to write articles to pro-
mote the Institute. 
The Institute continues to have a pres-
ence at the various Shooting and Game 

Fairs and Council continues to take the 
view that a presence at the Great Brit-
ish Shooting Show and the Northern 
Shooting Show is desirable. The Great 
British Shooting Show is to move to 
the NEC next year but at no additional 
cost to stand holders. 
The website continues to be developed 
by David Boylan. 
Malcolm then outlined the roles and 
responsibilities of Council Members. 
Mike Alldis, President; Malcolm Plant, 
Chairman and Treasurer; Keith Stoker, 
Registrar; Andy Kirkland, Game 
Shooters and Loaders Course; David 
Boylan, Website; John Robinson, In-
ternational Coaching; Paul Dancer, 
Visits Co-ordinator; John Cullinan, 
Membership Secretary (co-opted). 
 
The report was accepted by members - 
Proposed by N Hashimi and Seconded 
by A Kirkland. 
 
Treasurer’s Report: 
Copies of the accounts were circulated 
and MP went over the details of the 
various points. 
 
Note: The accounts have been covered 
on page 1 of this newsletter as they 
were detailed and discussed at the ear-
lier council meeting. 
MP asked for questions or comments 
on the accounts. 
 
With no comments or questions they 
were Proposed by N Murray and Sec-
onded by M Casswell. 
The accounts were accepted by the 
members present. 
 
Election of Officers: 
The President, Mike Alldis suggested  
that the Council should be re-elected 
en block. 
Proposed by M Alldis and Seconded 
by O Holler. 
 
Appointment of Auditors: 
MP proposed that we use the same 
Auditors again, John Fletcher (they 
audit the CPSA accounts). 
Proposed by M Alldis and Seconded 
by A Kirkland. 
Accepted by members. 
Any Other Business: 
MP indicated that in the summer last 

year the published minutes (on the 
members’ password protected area of 
the website) contained a comment 
about another organisation.  
Discussions by Council must operate 
under “Chatham House Rules” to en-
courage full and open discussions. The 
details of this comment and the organi-
sation cannot be discussed as part of an 
agreement with that organisation. Min-
utes are confidential to members and 
only published on the enclosure  sec-
tion of the website to protect members 
and the Institute. 
 
Geoff Bryant asked did we have a split 
of current members into Associate, 
Members and Fellows. JC did not have 
the breakdown. 
 
Paul Dancer (PD) raised the issue of 
cartridge lengths, some cartridges ap-
pear to be longer than indicated. Once 
the information is confirmed we hope 
to feature it on the website as a link. 
 
Nicole Murray (NM) expressed con-
cern that drives do not appear to hap-
pen in the south, where there are more 
shooters. 
MP responded that we try to promote 
the Institute nationally. 
 
NM also wondered if discounts for 
members existed in the south. 
MP explained that discounts exist be-
cause members took it upon them-
selves to ask suppliers on behalf of the 
Institute. 
 
NM proposed a vote of thanks to the 
Council for their work on behalf of the 
Institute. This was agreed by the meet-
ing. 
 
Geoff  Bryant, on behalf of the mem-
bers present, wished Pat Stoker a 
speedy recovery. In light of all Pat’s 
work for the Institute MP proposed that 
Pat be elevated to Honorary Fellow of 
the Institute. 
Proposed by Malcolm Plant and Sec-
onded by Nicole Murray. 
Unanimously agreed by the meeting . 
 
With no further business the AGM 
concluded. 
Date of next AGM 12th March 2018. 

(Continued from page 3) 

 

AGM Afternoon - Presentation by Longthorne Gunmakers 

After lunch members reconvened for a 

presentation by James Stewart (new 

associate member of the Institute), on 

the history of Longthorne Guns.  

James gave a very interesting and de-

tailed talk on the past, the present and 

the future of his company.  

We concluded the afternoon presenta-

tion on the shooting ground where 

members were given the opportunity  

to try these truly unique, innovative 

shotguns.  

Presentation and pictures on page 4 

and 5 respectively. 
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AGM Afternoon -  Presentation by Longthorne Gunmakers  

James started his presentation by 

thanking us for the invitation and to tell 

us about his company and his guns. 

One of England’s newest shotgun 

manufacturers, James started designing 

his guns in 2006 in a barn to the rear of 

his home in Lancashire where he ran 

his engineering business.  

His background was in tool making 

and he, and his wife Elaine, previously 

ran engineering companies in Australia  

and the UK. 

His main motivation for developing his 

shotguns was that sub-contract engi-

neering was not really that interesting, 

he was manufacturing ‘widgets’ for 

other people’s products so rarely got to 

see the finished product. There was no 

sense of achievement or development 

challenge. He had in the past invested 

heavily in his customers’ products and 

he felt that the time had come to make 

his own product. After a conversation 

with a friend this sparked the idea of 

shotguns. 

Having had experience making gun 

parts in Australia several years ago it 

seemed a good idea at the time. Little 

did he know! 

When the recession hit in 2008 and 

many of his engineering customers 

pulled in their work, it gave them more 

time to concentrate their efforts on 

their shotgun designs. They launched 

them at the CLA Game Fair at Ragley 

Hall in 2010. 

On that occasion he took “Just in 

Time” manufacturing to the extreme 

and finished the said gun at 4am in the 

morning, after having worked all night, 

while his friend John Williamson sat in 

the barn waiting to drive him to the 

London Proof House. This was the first 

gun they had taken to the Proof House 

so there was much intrigue.  

Later that day they were setting up for 

the CLA Game Fair at Ragley Hall. 

The reception they received at the CLA 

Game Fair from “The Trade” at the 

time seemed to be a mixture of be-

musement, disbelief and shock. James 

thinks “The Trade” has got over them 

now!  

In  2008 their daughter, Chloe, joined 

them. Being a natural artist they 

thought she could help out with the 

engraving designs. How fortunate they 

were, Chloe is now an integral part of 

the company and designs all the en-

gravings and implements all the proc-

esses needed to achieve the end result. 

Despite numerous production issues 

with various machines, mainly the ex-

pensive ones, and after some good pub-

licity following the Game Fair they 

started taking deposits. 

James commented that it always 

amazed him that these early clients 

paid their deposits and trusted him to 

make their guns, even after seeing the 

environment in which they were being 

made. Some of these clients waited a 

long time for their guns due to early 

production issues, but they hung on in 

there!! 

During this time one of these people, 

Peter, (first name only to protect identity),  

telephoned him from the USA where 

he was on business. “I think he was 

bored and just happened to see an arti-

cle on Longthorne”, said James. He 

asked a few questions about their guns 

and apologised for sounding a bit 

‘green’. Elaine dealt with his queries as 

best she could and fortunately Peter’s 

knowledge of guns, at that time, 

matched Elaine’s and he subsequently 

became a customer, ordering a 12-bore. 

It eventuated that Peter was a top Lon-

don Patent Lawyer and after several 

further conversations and meetings it 

became apparent that James could pat-

ent their process and the resulting  bar-

rels.  

Despite James’s initial reluctance to 

disclose certain aspects of their process 

even to the slightly frustrated Peter he 

was exactly what they needed with the 

right level of integrity and engineering 

knowledge, he gained them patents in 

the UK, the US and Europe  with more 

pending . 

Peter is now a good and  trusted friend 

and also now has a 16-bore! 

The main unique feature of Longthorne 

guns is the barrels. Manufactured from 

a single piece of high specification 

steel and fully machined, although 

their first attempts at barrels were 

made conventionally with two tubes 

soldered together. 

Being a typical ‘engineer’ James was 

not happy with these, they did not live 

up to his exacting standards, tolerance 

wise, which he had been used to work-

ing with. They were not perfectly 

straight. 

When metal is heated and soldered it 

distorts and the process also softens it, 

so invariably there was an element of 

twist and skew also which was diffi-

cult to overcome. Thinking logically 

James thought the answer was to ma-

chine them from the solid.  

At that point it never occurred to him 

whether this had or had not been done 

before, it just seemed like a good idea 

at the time. 

He soon realised what a task he had 

set himself. It took a couple of years 

of trial and error plus a lot of scrap 

material before he had developed a 

repeatable process. He is still continu-

ing to make improvements to this 

process. 

James starts with a 27kg piece of steel 

and when finished it weighs around 

1.3-1.4kg for a standard 30’’ barrel, 

and the side-by-side barrels weigh 

even less. 

When finished, the barrels are 

stronger, more rigid, lighter and much 

more accurate than conventionally 

made barrels and as a result of this 

they display significantly less ‘felt 

recoil’ and ‘muzzle flip’ than other 

guns. 

Although the barrels are undoubtedly 

the main innovative feature of the 

guns the actions are also manufactured  

from a single billet of high specifica-

tion steel. This makes it much stronger 

and more rigid than others on the mar-

ket. With the barrels being narrower 

and the action low profile, the 12-bore 

action is the lowest action in the mar-

ket place (despite the claims of oth-

ers ). 

Fast forward several years and they 

now have a state-of-the-art factory in 

Northampton, where they moved to in 

October 2015. “Another one of my 

good ideas”, said James. 

For quite some time after the move, it 

seemed  they would never get up and 

running again! 

All the machines protested negatively 

to the move which was necessary  

because being in a rural area they had    

struggled       to 
(Continued on page 6) 
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Registrar’s Column 

In 2012 Institute members were privi-

leged to visit Longthorne Guns in their 

original barn in Lancashire. As soon as 

James started to tell us about his jour-

ney to producing his unique shotgun I 

knew we were going to be impressed. 

(Being an engineer by inclination who 

now coaches   I was not disappointed. 

KS). I had been looking forward to 

seeing the gun from a purely manufac-

turing perspective and was probably 

more interested in that aspect than how 

it would perform. Once I handled the 

gun I knew it would shoot well. 

James’s presentation at our AGM com-

pleted the Longthorne story for me. 

We have just confirmed a visit to Box-

all & Edmiston, Shrewsbury, for Mon-

day 16th October. Commencing at 

14.00 with the opportunity of trying 

their guns, followed by a tour of their 

workshops and a presentation of  the 

company, concluding at approx 18.00. 

They can handle 2 groups of 10.  

There will be a nominal charge of 

£10.00, members interested should 

contact our Membership Secretary. 

I am pleased to announce that Simon 

Arbuckle has agreed to become a 

member of our council. 

Hope you are busy getting game 

shooters ready for the season.                     

Enjoy your coaching.  KS   

Chairman’s Column 

Members will remember that the re-

newal fee for a shotgun certificate was 

established at £49 from April 2015; 

this was the first increase since 2001 

and the increase was essentially infla-

tion related. However it was made 

clear at the time that regular reviews 

would occur. Just such a review by the 

Home Office is in progress at the mo-

ment and the initial indications do not 

look promising. 

The fees that were examined first, in 

the current review, relate to the licens-

ing of rifle clubs and museums; the 

opening proposals for some charges 

were astronomic in proportion. This 

led to the British Shooting Sports 

Council asking for further information 

on the basis of the calculations, in par-

ticular the costing of licensing person-

nel time in undertaking the activities. 

This was the approach used by the 

shooting community during the last 

round of license fee discussions. 

The information on costing has only 

just been received and analysis of the 

data is just beginning. Watch this 

space! 

The saga of GPs’ involvement in fire-

arms licensing  and the cost to the 

shooter continues to rumble on.                

Across the UK there is no standardisa-

tion of what the involvement should be 

whether a GP should be obliged to do 

it at all. Additionally the cost of GPs’ 

reporting is by no means standardised. 

The Home Office, the police, the BMA 

and the shooting organisations (co-

ordinated by the BSSC) continues to 

have discussions. 

The Institute would be grateful for 

information on any problems encoun-

tered by members in terms of cost or 

hold-ups in the licensing process. 

A highlight this summer has been the 

success of two more Game Loading 

courses at Doveridge Shooting 

Ground. The feedback  forms were 

again extremely complimentary about 

the course content, the presentation 

and the hands-on practical shooting 

workshops.  

More courses are planned for next 

year, so if you are interested make 

sure that you inform the Course Co-

ordinator, Andrew Kirkland, either 

directly or via the Membership Secre-

tary, John Cullinan.  

In the meantime, good coaching. MP            

AGM Afternoon  Longthorne Guns Presentation 

find the level of 

skilled staff they 

needed. They also needed to be more 

centrally located to improve their pro-

file. They had to find and train a new 

team, and now also have two appren-

tices and hope to take on two more 

later in the year. They have also taken 

on an Operations Manager’. 

Orders have increased and they now 

export to several overseas locations; 

USA, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, 

France and Egypt. 

New developments are on the horizon 

and they plan to launch a side-by-side 

soon (retailing at around £23,000 ini-

tially) as well as a ‘box lock’ from 

around £8,500, and another very ornate 

model in their premier range of  ‘true 

sidelocks’. 

James concluded his talk with ques-

tions and answers, following which   

members moved to the shooting 

ground to try his guns. (Pictures below) 

Continued from page 5 


